Bill asks fine, loss of license for hit-and-run

By PAT GALLAGHER

A bill has been introduced in the Pennsylvania House of Representatives which would make it an offense to fail to stop and give aid to anyone who is injured or killed in a hit-and-run crash. The legislation, sponsored by State Representative Andrew J. Melmore, Allegheny County Democrat, would provide for a maximum penalty of five years in prison and generally mandated practice of thoroughness and accuracy in reporting and for billing.

The driver of a vehicle involved in a hit-and-run crash must remain at the scene of the accident until an adequate description of the vehicle and the driver is given to the police. The police officer will then summon the medical examiner to the scene to determine whether the injuries are fatal. The driver must then provide the name, address, and license number of the vehicle involved to the police officer.

If the driver fails to notify the authorities or to provide the necessary information, the driver may be subject to a fine of up to $1,000 and/or imprisonment for up to one year. The driver may also be required to pay for the medical and funeral expenses of the victim.

This legislation is designed to strengthen the law on hit-and-run crashes and to ensure that the necessary information is provided to the authorities. It is hoped that this will help to reduce the number of hit-and-run crashes and to ensure that those involved provide the necessary information to the authorities.

(Continued on page 2)
TUTORS NEEDED
Ph Mu Epislon (undergraduate mathematics honor society) needs volunteers to tutor in mathematics (primarily freshman calculus) one evening a week.

Please contact Steve Belle 447 Dolby-Qaud, EV 2-9061, or have your name and phone number with the Department of Mathematics 41 E1U, 341-3762.

TOMORROW
Is The Last Day To
Sign Up For
Freshmen and Wharton-Engineering
Elections
To The
Undergraduate Assembly
And
University Council

Copies of "An Introduction to Modern Experimental Organic Chemistry" by Roberts, et.al. are Urgently Needed in Current Laboratory Courses in Organic Chemistry. (Chem. 245).

Students Owning Used Copies are Requested to Resell Them to the University Bookstore.

Classifieds

For Sale
Colleges & Universities: Business opportunity. 2340 W. Magnolia Ave. 703-9000. Released 2 bedroom, 1 bath, 2 story house. April 1. $795.00.

HELP WANTED
For Sale

Hitching Law
(Continued from page 2)

Language
(Continued from page 2)

Language
(Continued from page 3)

Hitching is psychologically bene-
ficial, and offsets the stress and anx-
xiety. Furthermore, there are fewer
people around who can make a
harsh judgment of others among hitchhikers. If Rep. Viscan were to propose
such a situation, more or less anxious
people may be caught up in it. In
to this situation, there would be a
good chance of a high rate of hitchhiking.

It is also true that this way of
traveling is often a way of
traveling. It is, therefore, important
to consider this point in a
planning situation.

The "blackout" rule on information
requests is simply to keep
information which may be
harmful from getting into
the hands of the
hitchhiker. This is not
necessary, however, since
the hitchhiker is
psychologically ben-
eficial and
events as

Barry Leonard, Crimer
gives perfect haircuts
Tuesdays through
Saturdays. On Sundays,
he eats bagels and lox.
And on Mondays,
he signs autographs.

on sale at
Movie Passes

The Daily Princetonian is published Monday through Friday at Princeton, N.J., during the fall and spring
semesters, and Monday through Wednesday in the summer. Published by the Daily Princetonian, Inc., 250 Fine Hall, Princeton University.
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Is stealing a long distance call worth a criminal record?

The use of phone credit cards, electronic devices or any other means to avoid paying for phone calls is against the law. It's stealing—plain and simple. In this state, conviction for breaking into/taking phone calls may result in:

- A fine of up to $10,000.
- Up to seven years in jail.
- Restitution for the cost of the fraud.
- Court costs.
- A permanent criminal record.

One more thing: modern electronic computer systems are being used to track down phone thieves. Be aware, they may seem harsh. But the cold fact remains that the law does not look on phone fraud as a joke.
Letters to the Editor

Reason for Delay in Wharton Vote

As a member of the Graduate Association, I attended Tuesday’s Wharton faculty meeting. I was extremely surprised to see the motion for delay in the vote on the question of delaying the vote until the next issue of the DP was made public. This motion was made by George Parks, assistant director of the Graduate Division. The next issue of the DP will not be made public until the vote has been cast. The delay is necessary to give the students a chance to read the article. The article, which was written by a DP staff member, contains information that is crucial to the decision of whether or not to delay the vote.

Michael Murphy

Correction

We regret that there was an error in our previous letter to the editor. The administration of Graduate Hospital has not been turned over to American Medlife, Inc., but this was also a matter of contention in the Center.

Correction

We regret that there was an error in our previous letter to the editor. The administration of Graduate Hospital has not been turned over to American Medlife, Inc., but this was also a matter of contention in the Center.

November 29, 1972

only in moments of extreme motion do I feel a sense of being like a thing that draws me into the middle of the field, of crashing upon myself, I lose a hand, and watch the blood flow in the next moment.

Aleta

A Student's Perspective

Academic Majors

In my opinion, the academic major system is a systems of education that is necessary for the success of students in their future careers. The major system allows students to focus on their particular area of interest, and it provides them with the knowledge and skills that they need to succeed.

Melissa Stein

Sports Driscollers' Display 'Blind Arrogance'

I am deeply moved to say that in addition to the Sports Driscollers' display 'Blind Arrogance' on the DP sports page, an act of vandalism occurred.

Vandis

Debora Loporcaro

A Civics Lesson on Holidays

On the occasion of Memorial Day, I was privileged to teach my students about the importance of remembering those who have lost their lives in service of our country. It is a time for us to reflect on the sacrifices made by our loved ones and to honor their memory.

Steven Smith

At a Loss

By Mark Manco

It is time for the sportswriters to move away from their narrow focus on the sport of football. The sportswriters should not be limited to reporting on the results of football games. They should also report on other sports, such as basketball, baseball, and tennis.
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Penn Players

Directing proposals for one-act plays must be submitted by Oct. 15, 1973 to The Penn Players Office - 520 Annenberg Centre in order to be considered for our Festival of One-Act Plays

For further information call 594-3750

PENN PLAYERS

HIGH SCHOOL RECRUITING IN N.E. STATES

Meeting Tuesday, Oct. 2nd at 11:00 A.M.

Smith-Penniman Room, Houston Hall
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Problem, hospital of WPCCO, said Friday that if the Sociology Charles Thrall, a member would. We talked to them in complete tation became feasible, if it ever maintain the buildings until rehabili- problem was interim financing. proposals rather than respond- but that the trustees had "ignored our could be economically maintained" hospital trustees "how the buildings Center had not negotiated in "good argue at the hearing that the Medical buildings SepUmbtr 17 and forced the protest resulted in an agreement Medical Center to go to court.

Toward the heads of the people in the crowd, several men were standing, some of them wearing uniforms. One of them, a man in a blue uniform, was speaking into a microphone. He was addressing a group of people who were gathered in the courtyard of the hospital. The man in the uniform said, "We are here to protect the patients of this hospital. They deserve to be treated with dignity and respect."

Several people in the crowd were clapping and yelling in support of the man in the uniform. One of them, a woman in a red shirt, said, "We stand with you, brothers and sisters. Let's keep fighting for our rights."

Another man, wearing a white shirt and tie, stepped forward and said, "We cannot allow this to continue. We need to take action."

The man in the uniform responded, "We are doing everything in our power to protect our patients. But we need your help."

The crowd erupted in cheers and applause. They were determined to fight for their rights and demand the best possible care for the patients of the hospital.
Putnam Proves Point With Quakers Again

By GLENN UNTERBERGER

EASTON - Putnam's athletic department considered a genuine coup two years ago when they were able to lure Larry Putnam from Wills School in Philadelphia as Penn's 10th head football coach. What it failed to take into account was the fact that Putnam might have been a gentleman's name, but Lafayette, which had fielded a three-win team last year, was no gentleman.

In the past 10 years, Penn football teams have had less success than their basketball counterparts in winning championships. In 1977 in particular, Putnam was able to break into the upper echelon of Ivy League football teams, with a strong team from last year, as three freshman, all from Hackney School, refused to settle for the status quo.

The past year had been a difficult year for Putnam, as he had to deal with the unexpected death of his father, who had been a long-time football coach at Wills. But Putnam persevered, and the Quakers appeared to have a chance to make some noise this year.

The football game was highly anticipated, with many fans believing that Putnam's team was a legitimate contender for the Ivy League championship. The Quakers had struggled in recent years, but Putnam's appointment had brought a renewed sense of optimism to the team.

Putnam's team was bolstered by the addition of several talented players, including quarterback Mark Jones, who had been a standout at Hackney School. Jones was expected to be a key player for the Quakers, and his performance in the game would be closely watched.

As the game got underway, it was clear that the Quakers were up to the task. They put together some long drives, and their defense was strong, holding Lafayette to just six points in the first half. The Quakers went into halftime with a 7-6 lead, and they looked much better in the second half.

Putnam's team continued to control the game, and they ultimately won the game, 14-7. The victory was a big boost for the team, and it showed that Putnam's team was on the right track.

By BILL STRAUSS

EASTON - Bill Strauss was there. Jim Miller was there. And even Bill Buckner, manager and head baseball coach, came back to take over the microphone. They just couldn't stay away from Penn's football game, could they?

The game against Lafayette was a big one for the Quakers, who were coming off a disappointing loss to Dartmouth the previous week. The Quakers knew that they needed to win this game to stay in contention for the Ivy League championship.

But the game was not without its share of drama. Just when it looked like the Quakers were going to pull away, Lafayette came back to tie the game. It was a tense final few minutes, and both teams were playing with a sense of urgency.

In the end, the Quakers were able to hold on for the 14-7 victory, a result that was much-needed for the team. The victory was a boost for Putnam's team, and it showed that they were capable of winning big games.

By GLENN INTERBERGER

EASTON - At halftime of the Penn-Lafayette game here on Saturday, the Quakers were leading the Leopards 7-6. The game had been a highly anticipated one, with many fans believing that Putnam's team was a legitimate contender for the Ivy League championship.

Although their play was a bit sluggish, the Quakers were thinking, and they kept constant pressure on FDU's offense. They just didn't give up, and they ended up winning the game, 14-7. The victory was a big boost for the team, and it showed that Putnam's team was on the right track.